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WORD KAYLES AND DAWSONWORD 
RICHARD SABEY 
Chelmsford, Essex, England 
In "Wordnim and Grundyword" in the Aug 1993 Word Ways, and "Edith 
Plays Word Treblecross" in the Aug 1999 issue, Jeremiah Farrell, David 
Wright and Christopher Mihelich show how various nim-like games can 
be cast in the form of word games. This article casts two more such 
games in a similiar mould. 
In the Farrell games, a single letter (or, in one of the games. an 
ampersand) is put on each of the "scrubs". A disadvantage of this is 
that the games are then hamstrung by the limitation of the size of the 
alphabet. (Why not "hamstringed"? The image is of doing something to 
the hamstring, not of stringing some ham.) The games described here 
use entire words, and this gives the games greater scope. 
Kayles was described by Henry Ernest Dudeney in The Canterbury 
Puzzles (Thomas Nelson 1927), where Problem 73 relates to the game. 
Some skittles are set up in a line, and the players in turn throw a ball 
at them. The ball can knock down either one skittle or two that are next 
to each other. The object of the game is to knock the last one dow n. 
Word kayles uses the successive frags in an ana-gram-mar chain. 
Each frag is required to be a word. The stockpile of allowable words 
consists of the individual frags and the words formed from any two 
successive frags. Each player may remove either the single frag or the 
two successive frags which make up one of the allowable words. 
The strategy of kayles was described by Richard Guy and Cedric 
Smith in 1956. As with all the games mentioned so far, the value of a 
position is a nimber, and the good moves are those that leave the 
opponent a position where the nimbers nim-sum to zero. Farrell and 
Wright explained nimbers and gave a nim-addition table in "Wordnim and 
Grundyword" . 
In kayles, the values of chains of various lengths are as follows. ~ote 
that from length 71 on ward, the values repeat in a cycle of 12: they are 
all shown in the bottom row of the table (see next page). It's clear that 
the first player (P) can always win: if the number of frags is even, F 
removes the middle two, otherwise F removes the middle one. The game 
then divides into two eq ual components. Now P uses a "copycat" strat-
egy: whatever the second player (S) does in one component, F copies it 
in the other. This strategy can always be used when each chain length 
occurs an even number of times . 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
0 0 1 2 3 1 4 3 2 1 4 2 6 
t2 4 1 2 7 I 4 3 2 I 4 6 7 
24 4 I 2 8 5 4 7 2 I 8 6 7 
36 4 I 2 3 I 4 7 2 I 8 2 7 
48 4 I 2 8 I 4 7 2 I 4 2 7 
60 4 I 2 8 I 4 7 2 I 8 6 7 
72, 84 ... 4 I 2 8 I 4 7 2 I 8 2 7 
A way to make the game more interesting is to start with two or more 
ana-gram-mar chains. Dudeney discusses the game starting from a row 
of 13 skittles of which the second is already down . Thus the chain 
lengths are 1 and 11. Suppose P and S playa corresponding position in 
word kayles, for example LONE ---- WORD BOOK SHOP /<lARK SHOT STAR 
RING LEAD BURN SIDE WAYS. The table above shows that the values of 
the chains are 1 and 6. F cannot convert the value 1 to 6, and so must 
split the long chain of value 6 into two chains whose nim-sum is 1. 
Their lengths must be 3 and 7. P can now take the lead by taking the 
LEAD. Now the chains are of length 1,7,3 and values 1,2,3. 
Suppose that S now takes MARKSHOT . Now the chains are of length 
1,3,2,3 and values 1,3,2,3, so their nim-sum is 3 . 
F cannot convert the value 3 to 0, so he converts the value 2 to 1 by 
taking STAR. The position now consists of two identical halves, so F nOI, 
wins by the "copycat" strategy . 
Word kayles can also be played in misere form, w here the player who 
takes the last frag loses . If the game starts with one chain, S can force 
a win if its length is I, 4 , 9, 12 or 20, and F can force a \ in for all 
other chain-lengths up to 60 . 
If the rules of kayles are changed so as to require 
knock down two skittles , we have a game which T .R. 
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Dawsonword is interesting even when the game starts with a 
chain of odd length. There are now chain lengths of value 0, 
single 
which 
means that Dawsonword starting with a chain of such a length is a win 
for the second player. 
Por example, suppose P and S start with the chain of length 13 WORD 
GAME BALL WEED HOOK LIKE WISE LING BIRD LAND SHIP SIDE WAYS. The 
only good moves for F are to leave two chains of lengths 8 and 3, so P 
takes W EEDHOOK. 
Suppose Stakes WISELING. Now LIKE can never be taken, so in effect 
there are two chains of lengths 3 and 5. Their values are 1 and O. 
Therefore F removes the short chain by taking WORDGAME, leaving a 
chain of length 5. Then, whatever Splays, P makes the last move and 
• Wlns. 
Dawson word can also b played in misere form. As with the misere 
forms of other nim-like games, values of positions are not all nimbers. If 
the game starts with one chain, the chain-1ellgths which enable S to 
force a win are 2,3,7,8,12,16,17,21,22,26,30,31,35,36,40,45 and so on. If 
there is periodicity here, I haven 't found it. 
What if the players start with a chain of n frags, and each player 
must remove three successive frags? It turns out that they are playing 
a game very similar to Treblecross on a line of n-2 squares. Each frag, 
apart from the end ones, corresponds t o a square. There is the small 
difference that putting a cross next to, or next but one to, an existing 
cross is illegal (rather than stupid). Such a move could also be de-
scribed as putting a cross in, or next to, a square which is at, or next 
to, an existing cross. Putting a cross in a square corresponds to 
removing the frags corresponding to that square and the two squares 
next to it. An end square has only one neighbour, but putting a cross 
there must correspond to removing three frags in the frag game . So it 
is necessary to have an extra frag at each end. 
APPENDIX 
Players wanting long games will want long chains. An ana-gram-mar 
chain of 112 2-letter frags (Aug 1991 Word Ways, page 157) is fine [or 
Dawsonword, where frags needn't be words. I have not found any ana-
gram-mar chains in Word Ways longer than 22 frags with all frags dif-
ferent and with each frag being a word. Here are two, based mainly on 
solid words in Webster's Second with a few additions from Chambers. I 
do not pretend that they are anywhere near maximal, even with the con-
straint that all the frags be of the same length . 
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